
Franklin and Marshall College
Travel Programs

Waiver of Responsibility Release and Authorization

Name  _______________________________________________________________

Travel Course  _________________________________________________________

I, the undersigned, acknowledge and agree that neither Franklin and Marshall College nor
any employee of the College nor any other person, party, organization or agency assisting and
collaborating with the College is or shall be responsible or liable for any injury, loss, damage,
deviation, delay or curtailment or the consequences of any of them which may occur without
negligence on the part of the College or its employees and agents during any part of any travel in
connection with a program of study within the United States or abroad in which I may participate.

I further recognize that Franklin and Marshall College reserves the right to cancel or alter
any part of any program or to increase fees should circumstances make this necessary.

I understand that travel is at my discretion whenever classes or official events are not
scheduled as part of the program of the College.  I also hereby release Franklin and Marshall
College from any responsibility for expenses or immediate well being during any travel upon
which I may embark, both during the course of the College program and through any extension of
stay beyond the conclusion of any program.

I hereby agree to accept full responsibility for all expenses, representation and
consequences, under any applicable law, of any charge of illegal conduct on my part.

In order to prevent dangerous delays in the event of a medical emergency requiring
hospitalization and/or surgery, I hereby authorize the representatives of Franklin and Marshall
College, their officers and/or agents, to secure whatever treatment is deemed reasonable and
necessary, including the administration of an anesthetic and surgery.

I understand the College reserves the right to remove from any course or course-related
activity including travel any person whose behavior is deemed – by the instructor or group leader
– to be inappropriate, disruptive, detrimental, or injurious to the safety or well being of the group
or any of its members; or whose lack of academic preparation or ability monopolizes the attention
of the instructor or group leader and thus interferes with others’ access to learning; or who
otherwise disrupts the learning environment.  Offending individuals may be directed to leave the
group.  Expenses incurred as the result of dismissal are the sole responsibility of the individual.

I have carefully read and fully understand the agreements and statements contained in
this waiver of responsibility, release and authorization.

Date  ______________ Signature  __________________________________________


